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With the tougher competition of markets and the rapid development of technology, 
product innovation becomes more and more essential to enterprises. The new product 
development process can be divided into three stages including product innovation, 
manufacture and marketing. There are many researches on manufacture and marketing 
and they achieved information systems such as ERP to support these stages. Product 
innovation is the most important stage for an enterprise to develop a new product, but 
there is no information system support for it. The goal is to build an information system 
to support for product innovation based on meta-synthesis theories. 
The product innovation process is complex, this thesis analyses the complexity of 
product innovation through the prerequisite, the source, the effect and the feature of the 
complexity. This thesis researches the product innovation based on meta-synthesis 
theories and divides the product innovation into following phases: product demand, 
product creativity, product design, product demonstration and product evaluation. And 
this thesis focuses on product creativity. 
Product creativity is essential to product innovation, and it is impossible for 
enterprises to put all of the creative ideas into practice. So this thesis focuses research 
on the screening of the product creativity. The thesis analyses the phase of product 
creativity through the prerequisite, source, effect and feature of the complexity. And 
this thesis researches the product creativity as a complex system bases on meta-
synthesis. 
This thesis defines product creativity as the ideas that can be turn out to be products 
that are novel to and useful to customers, and appropriate to firms’ existing product 
systems. And this thesis proposes four dimensions including theme relevance, novelty, 
usefulness and understandability to evaluate the creative ideas. Theme relevance means 
that the creative ideas must be appropriate to firms’ existing product systems. The 
novelty means that the creative ideas must be more novel than the existing ones and 














dimension refers that the creative ideas should be useful to customers when they are 
turn out to products. And understandability means that the creative idea is compatible 
with the existing values so that customers can understand the novelty and usefulness in 
them. This thesis scores the creative ideas from the four dimensions, and then gets a 
weighted composite score on them.  
Firstly, this thesis turn the creative ideas in the form of text into vector based on 
concept vector space model, in order to get the score of theme relevance dimension and 
novelty dimension. For theme relevance dimension, this thesis takes use of the cosine 
to calculate the similarity between the creative ideas and specific theme. And this thesis 
gets the novelty score based on LOF. As for the understandability dimension and 
usefulness dimension, this thesis researches them based on the qualitative evaluation. 
At last, it uses the hierarchical analysis model to calculate the weights of the four 
dimensions. So get a score of all the creative ideas, and according to these scores, and 
then can choose the best ones ideas for product design stage. 
The whole process of screening shows the character of meta-synthesis method as 
follows: meta-synthesis from qualitative to quantitative, meta-synthesis of opinions and 
meta-synthesis of lots of methods. Results of this thesis show that it is more effective 
to research complex problem based on meta-synthesis compared to traditional single 
method. It provides new ways and methods for research on the product creativity stage 
and product innovation. At the same time, it is useful for reference when build the 
information system for product innovation. And it can help the enterprises to choose 
the best creative ideas to turn out to products. 
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第 1 章 绪论 
1 
第 1章 绪论 
1.1 研究背景 
2015 年 3 月 10 日凌晨，世界的眼光聚集到了美国旧金山芳草地艺术中心，
苹果公司在当天的发布会上宣布推出 Apple Watch。苹果公司推出的这一智能手
表产品在与 iPhone 手机搭配时可以实现接打电话、Siri 语音、信息、日历、地图
等功能。同时，它还具有医疗传感器、无线充电、压力传感器等亮点。截至 2015
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